Plan-de-

CAMpagne

From work planning
to production in 6
seconds

The order has been accepted – what next? Do you take a piece of paper and begin to estimate costs, then
check the stock parts afterwards one by one? Do you have to fill in purchase lists manually and estimate
the delivery time? There is another way. With Plan-de-CAMpagne you can start the whole production
process, such as creating calculations, creating routings, preparing and placing orders and checking stock
automatically, within a few seconds. In this way, you get a detailed overview of the production planning,
which is quick and well-organized and, above all = SIMPLE!

Single data entry = CONVENIENCE
Single data entry begins at a quotation request. All data that
have been entered in Plan-de-CAMpagne in order to submit
a quotation, can be used with just one key, when the order
has been received. Materials for example, are immediately
checked for availability and – if necessary – placed on a
purchase list. The system automatically generates these
purchase order lines for these specific orders as well as for
bringing the stock up to date. Routings can be enhanced by
the additional use of instructions, tools, CNC-codes, etc.

Plan-de-CAMpagne supports for example the very efficient
possibility of working with bar codes. With this, you can see
exactly how long your employees and machines have been
occupied, and how much material has been used. From this
time on, you have exact post calculations at your disposal.

Detailed overviews = INSIGHT
You have a continuous clear graphical overview of the
progress of an order in the control centre. By using a number
of status fields, it displays in a well-organized way, whether
parts have been ordered, received or rejected. The purchase
list shows the status of all materials: what has been ordered,
what has been received, which goods have been rejected or
overdue, etc. Likewise for the subcontracted operations. At a
glance, you can see when the products were shipped to and
returned from the subcontractor.
Focussed post calculations = PROFIT
Time registration is essential and can be done in several ways.
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Wide ranging possibilities = COMPLETE
Plan-de-CAMpagne is complete. Everything will be calculated
and invoiced automatically. The system processes a large
number of variables and converts these to the desired amount
and/or size. You remain in control, because you can make
modifications manually, such as different numbers or different
methods of working at any time. With the search function, you
can quickly and easily find relevant data, relating to quotations
and orders you have made before, in your complete archive.
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Advantages of work planning with Plan-de-CAMpagne
● Super-fast from calculation to quotation and from order to
production
● Continuous overview of materials and man/machine hours
● Prompt time registration (regardless of using a bar code scanner)
● Better pre and post calculations
● Planning is immediately available
● Full insight into purchase/logistics processes
● Single data entry
● Automatic generation of all desired documents and reports
● Overview of the progress of an order

Plan-de-CAMpagne is the ERP-system for production companies
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Who are we?
The people at Bemet have been supporting a wide range of customer-driven
companies, with practical, cost-saving and production increasing automation
products, since 1990. We use our own technical background and knowledge,
so you always deal with people with business experience – your business.
We communicate clearly and we are solution-focused. Additionally, we offer
courses, we have a helpdesk at your disposal, and we organize user days.

“Direct insight into calculated hours and materials versus hours
spent and materials used, is only one key away.”
Mr K. Vink
Financial director Vacutech B.V.

Please contact us for further information!
Bemet International B.V.
Fokkerstraat 31
3905 KV Veenendaal
The Netherlands
PO Box 1040
3900 BA Veenendaal
The Netherlands
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+31 (0)318 – 495858
+31 (0)318 – 551611
info@bemet.nl
www.bemet.nl
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